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Abstract. Stochastic population models are widely used to model phenomena in diﬀerent areas such as chemical kinetics or collective animal
behaviour. Quantitative analysis of stochastic population models easily
becomes challenging, due to the combinatorial propagation of dependencies across the population. The complexity becomes especially prominent
when model’s parameters are not known and available measurements are
limited. In this paper, we illustrate this challenge in a concrete scenario:
we assume a simple communication scheme among identical individuals,
inspired by how social honeybees emit the alarm pheromone to protect
the colony in case of danger. Together, n individuals induce a population
Markov chain with n parameters. In addition, we assume to be able to
experimentally observe the states only after the steady-state is reached.
In order to obtain the parameters of the individual’s behaviour, by utilising the data measurements for population, we combine two existing
techniques. First, we use the tools for parameter synthesis for Markov
chains with respect to temporal logic properties, and then we employ
CEGAR-like reasoning to ﬁnd the viable parameter space up to desired
coverage. We report the performance on a number of synthetic data sets.

1

Introduction

Population models are widely used to model diﬀerent phenomena: animal collectives such as social insects, ﬂocking birds, schooling ﬁsh, or humans within
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societies, as well as molecular species inside a cell, cells forming a tissue. Animal collectives show remarkable self-organisation towards emergent behaviours
without centralised control. Quantitative models of the underlying mechanisms
can directly serve important societal concerns (for example, prediction of seismic activity [27]), inspire the design of distributed algorithms (for example, ant
colony algorithm [17]), or aid robust design and engineering of collective, adaptive systems under given functionality and resources, which is recently gaining attention in vision of smart cities [22,26]. Quantitative prediction of the
behaviour of a population of agents over time and space, each having several
behavioural modes, results in a high-dimensional, non-linear, and stochastic system [20]. Hence, computational modelling with population models is challenging,
especially when the model parameters are unknown and experiments are expensive.
In this paper, we investigate how to obtain the parameters for single agent
behaviour, based on data collected for a population. Measurements for diﬀerent population sizes are especially important when studying social feedback: an
adaptation of individual’s behaviour to the changing context of the population.
For example, honeybees protect their colonies against vertebrates by releasing
an alarm pheromone to recruit a large number of defenders into a massive stinging response [28]. However, these workers will then die from abdominal damage
caused by the sting tearing loose [33]. In order to achieve a balanced trade-oﬀ
towards eﬃcient defence, yet no critical worker loss, each bee’s response to the
same amount of pheromone may vary greatly, depending on its social context,
which, in the case of bees, has been experimentally validated.
To tackle this problem, we assume a simple communication scheme among
identical individuals, such that n individuals together form a discrete-time
Markov chain (DTMC) M with at most n parameters. Each population eventually reaches one of its terminal strongly connected components (tSCC) in the
underlying MC. We employ the theoretical steady-state assumption that is commonly used in biological modelling scenarios: we assume that the experimental
observations can be taken when the steady state is reached, hence that experimental measurements allow us to estimate probabilities of reaching any of the
tSCCs in the form of a conﬁdence interval (for any desired conﬁdence level α).
We assume V denotes a set of model parameters, each deﬁned over domain [0, 1].
|V|
Our major goal is to synthesise a viable parameter space Θ, Θ ⊆ [0, 1] , such
that the following condition is satisﬁed:

ϕ(tSCC | data)
(1)
θ ∈ Θ if and only if M (θ) |=
all tSCCs
where ϕ(tSCC | data) expresses that reaching a tSCC is achieved within the
conﬁdence interval estimated from experimental data. In contrast to traditional
parameter inference techniques which return a single estimate, the parameter
synthesis approach gives a quantitative characterisation of the entire domain of
satisfying parameter values.
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We propose and implement a workﬂow for obtaining the viable parameter
space for a simple population model. The workﬂow, summarised in Fig. 3 (concrete steps and used technology), and Algorithm 1 (region generation and splitting), consists of two steps: ﬁrst, we obtain a symbolic characterisation of the
distribution over tSCCs in form of multivariate rational functions, leveraging
the existing tools for parameter synthesis. Second, we employ CEGAR-like reasoning (candidate region generation and checking) for determining the viable
parameter space, until the desired proportion of the domain (called coverage) is
reached. We implemented several variants of the search algorithm, and tested
the performance on synthetic data sets. It is worth noting that, for showcasing
the framework, we here implemented a workﬂow for a speciﬁc class of population
models which have acyclic underlying transition system and each tSCC contains
one state (being strongly inspired by the propagation of alarm pheromones in
honeybees). The framework is applicable to any general DTMC and any persistence or repeated reachability temporal logic property.
Related Work. Population models induced from a counting abstraction, have
been widely studied in the context of biochemical reaction networks. Ideas focusing on faster prediction of resulting distributions over sub-populations of molecular species, based on ﬂuid, continuous space approximations, [6,7], as well as
moment closure approximations [3,4,21] could be useful for improving scalability of our parameter synthesis problem. Further promising approaches include
global optimisation algorithms adopted from machine learning ideas, allowing to
develop a notion of robustness degree in [5,8]. Diﬀerent to our work here, these
approaches handle continuous-time Markov models, and general temporal speciﬁcations. Population protocols – interacting identical agents, each being a state
machine – have been extensively studied in the context of distributed algorithms
[1,2], where the focus is diﬀerent than ours: it is on the performance of implementation of protocols such as, for example, leader election or self-stabilisation.
When it comes to exact methods for parameter synthesis, there exists a substantial body of work on veriﬁcation of parametric discrete-time Markov chains
(pMC), subject to temporal logic properties: symbolic computation of reachability properties through state elimination in a parametric Markov chain [13,23],
lifting the parameters towards verifying a non-parametric Markov decision process (MDP) instead of the original pMC [31], candidate region generation and
checking, helped by SMT solvers (see [24] and references therein). Specifying
biological properties as temporal logic formulae, and using such speciﬁcations
for parameter synthesis, has already been applied in biological modelling: in
[19], the authors compute the robustness of evolving gene regulatory networks
by ﬁrst synthesising the viable space of parameters with constraint solvers. In a
related setup in [10,11,36], the authors express properties of general biochemical
reaction networks in continuous signalling logic (CSL), where they deal with the
parameter synthesis for continuous-time Markov chains. Only recently, in [30],
direct integration of data into Bayesian veriﬁcation of parametric chains has
been proposed. To the best of our knowledge, the latter framework could not
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directly handle our case study, because it is designed to handle aﬃne transition
functions in the pMC.
In our computational experiments, we considered using several tools which
support parameter synthesis - PRISM [25], Prophesy [15], and Storm [16].
Finally, we used PRISM as it supports a command line input, helpful for the
automatisation of the workﬂow.

2

Model

Consider n identical agents, each given a task. Each agent succeeds at completing
a task with probability p, and fails with probability (1 − p). If there is no other
interaction among agents, the number of successes is binomially distributed. We
add the following type of communication: an agent who fails has a second chance
to succeed if some of the other agents already succeeded. In other words - any
agent that succeeds can help other agents who have failed in the ﬁrst attempt1 .
We assume that each agent has two chances to succeed, but not more (allowing
unbounded number of chances would lead to an uninteresting case where either
all agents fail immediately or, otherwise, all agents succeed eventually). In Fig. 1,
we sketch the states of a single agent and the transitions between them. We
consider two model variants: the probability of conversion in the second attempt
is constant (Fig. 1, middle), or it can vary depending on the number of agents
who have already succeeded (Fig. 1, right).
2.1

Preliminaries

Let M = (S, P, ξin ) be a transition system inducing a discrete-time Markov
process (DTMC) {Xt } over ﬁnite state space S, with kernel P , initial distribution ξin . We denote by PM the probability measure over the respective preﬁx
sets of traces, deﬁned in a standard way: inductively by PM (s) = ξin (s) and
PM (s0 . . . sk s) = PM (s0 . . . sk )P (sk , s), where s0 , . . . , sk , s ∈ S.
A population of agents that we assume in our case study will follow a discretetime Markov chain. In order to deﬁne logical properties over it, we add labels to
the states in a standard way.
Definition 1. Labelled Markov Chain (LMC) is a tuple M = (S, P, ξin , AP, L)
over ﬁnite
 state space S, transition probability function P : S × S → [0, 1] such
that s ∈S P (s, s ) = 1 for all s ∈ S, initial distribution ξin : S → [0, 1], set of
atomic propositions AP , and a state-labelling function L : S → 2AP .
A ﬁnite run of LMC M = (S, P, ξin , AP, L), denoted by σ = (s0 , s1 , . . .) ∈ S l ,
induces a trace τ (σ) ∈ (2AP )l , deﬁned inductively by τ (s) = L(s) and τ (σs) =
τ (σ)L(s). The preﬁx set of traces deﬁned by τ inherits the probability measure
PM from the DTMC (S, P, ξin ), hence PM (σ) denotes the probability of a preﬁx
1

In our case, ‘help’ does not involve interaction between agents, - it is simultaneously
broadcasted from an agent to all the others.
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set of traces σ. Consider a fragment of linear temporal logic (LTL) properties
deﬁned over the traces for LMC M , induced by the grammar φ := ϕ ∈ AP ::
F G(φ). We will write P(M |= φ) = PM ({τ ∈ Σ ω | τ |= φ}) to denote the
probability of satisfaction of LTL property φ in the LMC M .
When the transition probabilities are not known, but rather are rational
functions of some parameters from the parameter set V, each over domain [0, 1],
we work with a parametric Labelled Markov Chain (pMC). We here restrict our
attention to the case when the transition probabilities are multivariate polynomial functions over the variables V, which we will denote by PolV .2
Definition 2. Parametric Markov Chain (pMC) is a tuple MV = (S, PV , ξin ,
AP, L, V), where PV : S×S → PolV deﬁnes the probability transition matrix, and
for each evaluation of parameters θ ∈ [0, 1]|V| induces a Markov chain M (θ) =
(S, Pθ , ξin , AP, L), where Pθ denotes the instantiation of the expression PV , for
parameter
evaluations given by a vector θ. Consequently, for all θ ∈ [0, 1]|V| , for
all s ∈ S, s ∈S Pθ (s, s ) = 1.

Fig. 1. Single-agent model. (a) From the initial state, the success (state labelled with
1) is realised with probability p. (b) If no success is achieved in the ﬁrst attempt (state
1
), and if another agent helps (input ?h), the transition to a success state occurs with
2
probability q. Otherwise, the transition to a ﬁnal state occurs. In case of success, the
agent keeps emitting a help action (output !h). (c) Probability of success after being
helped depends on the number of successes in the population.

In the next subsection, we deﬁne the behaviour of a population of n agents,
as a pMC. Denote by [x, y] the range {x, x + 1, . . . , y}, when it is clear from the
context that x and y are integers.
2.2

Case Study

Let n ∈ N>0 . Interactions among n identical agents can be captured by a pMC
(n)
MV = (S, PV , s0 , L, AP, V), where S = {s0 , s1 , . . .} is a ﬁnite set of states, and
the set of variables V = {p, q1 . . . . , qn−1 }. We assign atomic propositions to reﬂect
2

In general, the reachability probabilities for a pMC can be expressed by rational
functions; In our case study, polynomials will suﬃce because the underlying transition system is acyclic.
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the subpopulations of agents who succeeded, failed, or have another chance,
1
denoted by 1, 12 and 0, respectively: AP = {0, 1, . . . , n}{1, 2 ,0} ∪ {init}. The
labelling function counts the number of success outcomes (1), failed outcomes
(0), and those with another chance ( 12 ).
Initial state has label init. After one step, the population can be in one of
(n + 1) diﬀerent states, counting k ∈ [0, n] successes and (n − k) ∈ [0, n] agents
in state 12 . Since the initial probability of each success is p, the probability to
move to a state with k successes in the ﬁrst step is nk pk (1 − p)n−k . Hence,
after the ﬁrst step, the number of successes follows a binomial with parameter
p. Notice that there is a possibility of having zero successes after the ﬁrst step
– state labelled with ( 12 , . . . , 12 ) – which is already a tSCC, since no help will be
possible for any of the agents. In the second step, in case there are k > 0 agents
who can help, each of the agents with label 21 may be helped with probability
qk , and it will never succeed (state labelled with 0) with probability (1 − qk ).
If all agents who will be helped, do so simultaneously,
  then the probability that
c out of n − k agents in state 12 will succeed is kc qkc (1 − qk )k−c , inducing the
following transition function PV : S × S → Pol(V):
(synchronous semantics)
PVsyn (s, s ) :=
⎧ 
n
⎪
(1 − p)k pn−k
⎪
⎪
⎪kk
⎨
(1
− qk )c qkk−c
c
⎪
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

if L(s) = init, L(s ) = (k, n − k, 0) for some k ∈ [0, n]
L(s) = (k, n − k, 0), L(s ) = (k + c, 0, n − k − c) for some c ∈ [0, k],
if L(s) = (k, 0, n − k) and L(s ) = (k, 0, n − k)
or L(s) = L(s ) = (0, n, 0).

When probability of help depends on the number of success agents (that
is, q1 , . . . qn−1 seen as a function is not constant), it is unrealistic to assume
simultaneous success of all agents who will be helped: as soon as one of the
agents with label 12 succeeds, the probability of success for other agents with
state 21 changes. Accounting for such non-synchronous update of the population
state deﬁnes a diﬀerent transition function PV : S×S → Pol(V) in our population
pMC:
(semi-synchronous semantics)
PVsemisyn (s, s ) :=
⎧ 
n
⎪
(1 − p)k pn−k
⎪
k
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨qk
1 − qk
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

if L(s) = init, L(s ) = (k, n − k, 0) for some k ∈ [0, n]
L(s) = (k, n − k − c, c), L(s ) = (k + 1, n − k − c − 1, c),
L(s) = (k, n − k − c, c), L(s ) = (k, n − k − 1 − c, c + 1),
if L(s) = (k, 0, n − k) and L(s ) = (k, 0, n − k)
or L(s) = L(s ) = (0, n, 0).

where c ∈ [0, k].
In Fig. 2a, we illustrate a population pMC for n = 3, with semi-synchronous
update. In general, PV (·, ·) are multivariate polynomials of maximum order
n. Population model with n agents will have n + 1 terminal states (tSCCs)
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with respectively 0, 1, . . . , n success outcomes. In case of three agents, the semisynchronous population model counts eight states (Fig. 2), and in general, the
state space counts O(n2 ) states; In the case of a synchronous update, the number
of states is O(n).
Remark. A population of n agents can be formally deﬁned as a parallel composition of n agents, with variants depending on how the synchronisation on
help actions is deﬁned [34,35,37]. Then, the counting abstraction is a lumpable
partition of the state space underlying the parallel composition model. Deriving
formally the parallel composition of generic communicating agents is beyond the
scope of this manuscript, so we directly deﬁne the population quotient.

3

Parameter Synthesis

Our general goal is to synthesise the parameters of single-agent behaviour, based
on data collected for a population. More concretely, we assume that we can
observe the system after the underlying population Markov chain has reached
one of its tSCCs.
3.1

Symbolic Expressions for Measured Properties

In Fig. 2b, we show the distribution among the tSCCs as polynomial expressions
over parameters. In general,
let F (n) (k | V) ∈ Pol(n) (V) be such that


for all θ ∈ [0, 1]|V| , F (n) (k | θ) = P M (n) (θ) |= F G(k, 0, n − k) ,

(2)
(3)

that is, F (n) (k | V) is a polynomial expression over variables V, exactly characterising the reachability of a tSCC counting k successes in a population pMC
(n)
MV . We omit superscript (n) and subscript V when clear from context. Notice
that the formula does not involve the information obtained from data - it refers
to the probability of eventually reaching a tSCC with k successes, as a function
of parameters. In the implementation, we will leverage existing model checking
tools to obtain these polynomials.
3.2

Data

For a population of size n, we assume N experiments in which we can observe
the number of successes at steady state (for the purpose of performance analysis
reported in Sect. 4, we will obtain synthetic data, by simulating the experiments
on a computer). Denote by Xi ∈ [0, n] the outcome in experiment i = 1, . . . , N .
As we have proportional data, we can estimate the probability of reaching each
of the tSCCs in a standard way:
for given conﬁdence level α, for all k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , n},

x̂k (1 − x̂k ) 0.5
+
data : PM (V) (F G(k, 0, n − k)) ∈ x̂k ± zα/2
N
N

,

(4)
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where x̂k := XNk is the point estimate for the probability of eventually having
k success agents in a population of n agents. The terms 0.5
N are included for
the correction of approximation from discrete to continuous distribution. In the
experiments, we choose sample size N = 100 and N = 1500, that guarantee
margins to be at most 0.1 and 0.025 respectively. In further text, we will denote
by [x̂l , x̂u ](k | data) the lower and upper bound of the conﬁdence interval for
tSCC with k successes.

Fig. 2. Population model for n = 3: (a) the pMC representing the model, (b) distribution among possible ﬁnal states is a list of 2n-degree multivariate polynomial over
model parameters V = {p, q1 , . . . , qn−1 }.

3.3

Region Generation and Refinement with Constraint Solvers

Back at the general question introduced in Eq. (1), the conjunction of properties
ϕ(tSCC | data) for our case study amounts to:

Data-Informed Parameter Synthesis for Population Markov Chains
n 



F (n) (k | V) ∈ [x̂l , x̂u ](k | data) ,
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(5)

k=0

expressing that each of the tSCCs is reached with probability within a conﬁdence
interval obtained from data.
Every parameter evaluation θ ∈ [0, 1]|V| such that the above constraint holds,
belongs to our goal viable set Θ, and vice versa. A single point estimate may
be satisfactory in some cases. However, for smaller data samples, we wish to
have a better idea of the viable parameter space, and we wish to explore the
parameter space further. We can pass a query ∃θ ∈ (V → [0, 1]|V| ), such that
n
(n)
(k | V) ∈ [x̂l , x̂u ](k | data) to an SMT solver, such as Z3 [14]. Then,
k=0 F
depending on the outcome, we further reﬁne the parameter space in CEGAR-like
fashion into
– “safe” or “green” regions, where the constraints are met,
– “unsafe” or “red” regions, where the constraints are not met,
– “unknown” or “white” regions, where the constraints may hold or not,
the idea of which is also used by the existing tools, such as Prophesy [15]. For each
parameter evaluation in a safe region, the formula holds because the negation of
the formula is not satisﬁable. For each parameter evaluation in the unsafe region,
the formula itself is not satisﬁable. The unknown region is not yet reﬁned, since
it may contain both – parameters for which formula holds and for which it does
not hold. In our implementation, we use a naive reﬁnement approach, splitting
into two halves along dimension with the largest range. This split occurs when
the given region is proven to be neither safe nor unsafe. As the main stopping
criterion, we introduce the parameter coverage, such that the fraction of the
explored parameter space and the whole parameter space is larger than coverage:
Θgreen + Θred > coverage.
Algorithm. Algorithm 1 summarises the idea of this procedure. Depending on
how the query in Eq. (5) is passed to the solver, we used three major ideas:
– All-in-one approach (described in Algorithm 1). Each clause in the conjunction in Eq. (5), is joined using logical operators. This may result in computation overhead because in each splitting, the solver has to ﬁrst ﬁnd a point
which satisﬁes each of the properties, and then prove the unsatisﬁability of
its negation.
– Prop-by-prop approach. Each clause in the conjunction in Eq. (5) is queried
separately, and the resulting regions are conjuncted in the end.
– Iterative approach. In this approach, clauses are also passed to the solver
separately, and each next clause is not resolved for the whole domain of
parametrisation, but only for the portion of the parametrisation that are
found not be in a red region so far.
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All three approaches can be parallelised. The easiest to parallelise is the
second approach, since each clause is checked independently. In case of iterative
method, sorting properties by amount of unsafe region may help to outperform
the other settings.

Fig. 3. Workﬂow used to analyse the case study models, where model pre-processing,
composition and the counting abstraction (lumpable quotient) are computed in one
step. In our case study we used only reachability properties. The output of parameter
synthesis are rational functions.

4

Implementation and Results

We implemented the workﬂow in a Jupyter notebook [18]. First, two-parametric
and multiparametric models (V = {p, q} and V = {p, q1 , . . . , qn−1 }) are created with respective property ﬁles, for desired population size. We implemented
the construction for three kinds of compositions – synchronous, asynchronous,
and semisynchronous. Asynchronous models are largest and provide multi-aﬃne
labelling, hence are usable for Storm model checker. Semisynchronous models are
instantiated in Fig. 2. Polynomials F (n) are obtained with PRISM [15], by invoking parametric model-checking on properties F G(k, 0, n − k), for k ∈ [0, n]. The
implementation includes sampling and visualisation of polynomials F (n) θ(k | θ)
for given parametrisation θ ∈ [0, 1]|V| . We generated two synthetic data sets
by ﬁrst generating the parametrizations θ1 , θ2 ∈ [0, 1]|V| uniformly at random,
and then simulating the experimental outcomes X1 , X2 , . . . , XN . Finally, we
employed an SMT solver Z3 [14] to obtain the viable parameter space by querying
on the constrains speciﬁed in Eq. (5). The resulting partitioning of the parameter
domain can be visualised as green and red regions (Fig. 4).
It is possible to directly search for the viable parameter space, without ﬁrst
generating polynomials F (n) (k), by non-parametric model checking for the constraints in Eq. (6):
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Θ = {θ ∈ [0, 1]|V| |
n

P≥x̂l (M (θ) |= F G(k, 0, n − k)) ∧ P<x̂u (M (θ) |= F G(k, 0, n − k))}
k=0

(6)
In order to compare the scalability of our approach with the existing model
checkers, we also implemented a search for Θ, as non-parametric model checking
for the constraints in Eq. (6) in PRISM and Storm [16].
The implementation is written in Python, calling model-checking tool PRISM
and Z3. For Storm, commands usable for data-driven parameter synthesis of the
case study are provided within the notebook. Created source code with generated
data is provided within the Jupyter notebook which is available at www.ﬁ.muni.
cz/∼xhajnal/hsb2019/. A scheme of the workﬂow is visualised in Fig. 3.
4.1

Performance

The ﬁrst bottleneck of the workﬂow was parameter synthesis procedure due to
insuﬃcient memory and exception of Java code when running PRISM. More
precisely, using default setting we have obtained results for 35 agents using
two param model and for 15 agents in multi param models. Increasing Java
heapsize (from default 1 GB) to 8 GB we obtained results for 50 agents using
two param model, but did not get results for 18 agents in multi param models
due to memory. This problem was solved by analysing each clause in Eq. (5)
separately (prop-by-prop approach, explained in Sect. 3.3). We were able to compute results in one hour for 75 agents using two param and even for 18 agents
in multi param models. The results are summarised in Table 1.
The second bottleneck of the workﬂow was the region generation and reﬁnement using constraint solvers. Using naive algorithm splitting the parameter
space in each dimension recursively calling itself, we have obtained data for population up to ﬁve agents within a minute. This approach was not suﬃcient for
greater populations or multi-parametric models, hence we do not compare it
with further options.
The ﬁrst improvement was reﬁning only one dimension at a time – Alg1.
This version is represented in Algorithm 1. Problems occurred with increasing
coverage threshold and max recursion depth. It is because a preorder traversal provided by the simple recursion searches smaller and smaller regions in each
iteration, while the second half of the region, possibly green or red, will be
checked only after the whole ﬁrst half is split3 . To improve this issue we added
a queue to provide lever-order traverse – Alg2.
Further, we exploit the information as to which satisﬁable subregion contains
the found model. With this information, some checks for unsatisﬁability can be
skipped. This change is implemented in Alg3. The improvement of computation

3

If the coverage is not set below 50%.
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Table 1. Parameter synthesis using PRISM for respective model and properties (reaching a tSCC). When memory limit, 8 GB java heapsize, exceeded (marked as OM) used
prop-by-prop approach.
model type, #agents #params #states #transitions param synthesis
semisynchronous
semisynchronous
semisynchronous
semisynchronous
semisynchronous
semisynchronous
semisynchronous

2
3
5
10
20
50
75

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

9
13
24
69
234
1329
2929

12
19
39
124
444
2604
5779

semisynchronous
semisynchronous
semisynchronous
semisynchronous
semisynchronous
semisynchronous

3
5
10
15
18
20

3
5
10
15
18
20

13
24
69
139
193
234

19
39
124
259
364
444

2s
2s
2s
2s
4s
6,5 m
OM/1 h
2s
2s
2s
15 s
OM/2,5 m
OM/OM

time for respective algorithm is shown in Appendix Table 2. Since the computation time depends heavily on the intervals constraining the polynomials, to
conclude results on scalability one would need to run more cases.
After these improvements, we were able to obtain results for 10 agents for
two param models. In the experiments, we choose sample size N = 100 and
N = 1500, that guarantee margins to be at most 0.1 and 0.025 respectively. The
results are visualised in Fig. 4. With increasing sample size, the unsafe regions
grow much quicker than with increasing the population number.
Finally, we compare the computation time of Alg1-3 with PRISM and Storm
results in Appendix Table 3. All results were obtained using Freya - desktop,
i7-8700K, GeForce GTX 1060, 32 GB RAM, with SSD disk.
To view, run, or edit the case study use www.ﬁ.muni.cz/∼xhajnal/hsb2019/.
Html ﬁles serve to view analysis without using Jupyter, the zip ﬁle contains
notebooks and Data sets.

5

Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed how to synthesise parameters for a class of population discrete-time Markov Chains, for which we assume that experimental data
at steady state is available. We illustrated the workﬂow on a case study over n
identical, interacting agents with n parameters, subject to persistence properties. Our approach is exact, in the sense that the only approximation involved is
the estimation of conﬁdence intervals when the property is extracted from the
data. Moreover, our parameter search is agnostic in the sense that we make no
assumption on the dependency between parameters q1 , q2 , . . . , qn−1 . As a result,
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Algorithm 1. Space Reﬁnement
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Function check([interval], [property], [data]):
if sat(∀parameter.value() ∈ interval ∧ ∀property ∈ (data ± margin))
then
if check safe([interval], [property], [data]) == safe then
return safe
else
return model
else
return unsafe
Function check safe([interval], [property], [data]):
if sat(∀parameter.value() ∈ interval ∧ ∃property ∈ (data ± margin))
then
return unsat
else
return safe
Function check deeper([interval], [property], [data], recursion depth,
min rectangle,coverage threshold ):
if (recursion depth == 0) ∨ ([interval].size() <
min rectangle) ∨ (coverage() > coverage threshold) then
return
if check([interval], [property], [data]) == safe then
green.add([interval])
else if check([interval], [property], [data]) == unsafe then
red.add([interval])
else
check deeper([interval].left(), [property], [data], recursion depth − 1,
min rectangle, coverage threshold)
check deeper([interval].right(), [property], [data], recursion depth − 1,
min rectangle, coverage threshold)
Function setup([interval], [property], [data], recursion depth,
min rectangle,coverage threshold):
whole area = [interval].size()
green = {}
red = {}
coverage() = union(green, red)
check deeper([interval], [property], [data], recursion depth, min rectangle,
coverage threshold)
return (green, red)

we may be able to discover unexpected dependencies in the viable region, but this
comes at the cost of the number of parameters growing directly with the population size. Synthetic data set allowed us to identify several scalability bottlenecks
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Fig. 4. Visualisation of results of Alg2, 3 for two-param models with populations of 2,
5, and 10 agents in the respective row, and sample size of 100 and 1500 in the respective
column with constant value of 0.005 absolute margin added to data. Parameter point
from which the data were obtained is p = 0.81, q = 0.92 - shown as a blue cross. (Color
ﬁgure online)

and open directions for future research. We implemented three algorithms reﬁning the parameter space using a SMT solver: Alg1 – simple recursion splitting
region into two in dimension with largest interval, Alg2 – level order traversal
instead of preorder, Alg3 – passing information in which subregion the model
was found. These changes improved the performance – see Appendix Table 2.
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We plan to further investigate how to improve the scalability towards larger
population size and more parameters, especially in light of the fact that the
realistic scenarios involve more complex communication schemes and hundreds
or thousands of individuals. There are several ideas we plan to consider for
improving the scalability. One idea includes bypassing the time-expensive calls to
the constraint solver by other algorithms, such as worst-case interval propagation
through a Markov decision process (MDP) [31], as well as diﬀerent encoding of
measurements: encoding each outcome as separate property is impractical when
the sample size is small, or when only two parameters deﬁne the process. Further
immediate ideas include moment closure approximations [3,4,21], pre-sampling
of the parameter space in order to quickly label large portions or red or green
areas, as well as employing Bayesian inference. The latter has been extensively
used for parameter inference over continuous-time Markov chains of biochemical
reaction networks [9,32]. Finally, the generalisation of the class of properties
to handle systems with multi-state tSCCs would require extracting properties
from data, for models where tSCCs contain more than one state, which in turn
requires a detection of tSCC states in a black-box setting. To this end, we will
consider the statistical model checking approach proposed in the recent works
[12,29], where the tSCCs are detected with desired conﬁdence, subject to only an
assumption that each transition probability exceeds a threshold. On a diﬀerent
front, we plan to explore formal properties suitable for describing time-series
measurements, which will require a Markov chain model in continuous time.

A Performance Comparison
Table 2. Runtime comparison for parameter space reﬁnement using our algorithm –
Alg1-3. Computation times for respective population size, two/multi param case, data,
algorithm, and setting. All models used in the comparison are semisynchronous and
the results were computed using all-in-one approach. Computation time in seconds.
two param

multi param

#agents

2

data set

1

alpha, n samples

cov thresh = 0.95, recursion depth = 15

0.95;100

0.95;1500

0.95;3500

3
2

1

Alg1 37.9 19.1 56.5

5
2

1

25.1 133

10
2

1

3
2

1

2

TO

TO

TO 48.9 29

Alg2 8

2.3

13.1

2.3 44.6 TO

TO

TO 0.9

0.56

Alg3 6.8

1.7

11.1

2.1 41.2 TO

TO

TO 0.7

0.5

0.3

Alg1 0.2

6

0.3

8.1 0.1

30.8 TO

6

29.9

Alg2 0.2

0.3

0.3

0.4 0.1

0.6

346.3 0.3

0.6

0.7

Alg3 0.2

0.2

0.3

0.3 0.1

0.5

307

0.3

0.5

0.6

Alg1 0.2

3.6

<0.1

5.4 0.1

17.2 3.9

0.3

3.9

3

Alg2 0.2

0.2

<0.1

0.3 0.1

0.5

3.7

0.3

0.5

0.3

Alg3 0.2

0.2

<0.1

0.3 0.1

0.5

3.7

0.3

0.5

0.3
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Table 3. Runtime comparison of our algorithm, PRISM, and Storm. Our algorithm,
Alg3, and PRISM were using semisynchronous models and Storm used asynchronous
models. Rows for Alg3 contain the time used to compute polynomials F (k) (done by
PRISM), plus the time needed to reﬁne the space. By N/A we denote cases when Storm
was unable to return a result due to a technical problem. We used Data set 1.
two param
#agents

2

3

multi param
5

10

3

5

10

alpha, n samples, approach 0.95; 100; all-in-one
PRISM

2.5 s

4.5 s

7.8 s

30 s

5 m50 s TO

TO

Alg3

2 + 6.8 s 2 + 11 s 2 + 41 s TO

2 + 0.7 s TO

TO
TO

alpha, n samples, approach 0.95; 100; thresh-by-tresh
PRISM

5s

7s

12 s

33 s

3 m51 s TO

Storm

<0.1 s

<0.1 s

1s

2s

6s

N/A N/A

37.5 s

8m

alpha, n samples, approach 0.95; 1500; all-in-one
PRISM

3.7 s

5s

7.8 s

TO

TO

Alg3

2 + 0.2 s 2 + 0.3 s 2 + 0.1 s 2 s + 5.1 m 2 + 0.5 s TO

TO

alpha, n samples, approach 0.95; 1500; thresh-by-tresh
PRISM

9s

9s

12 s

44 s

6m

TO

Storm

0.00 s

1s

1s

2s

8s

N/A N/A

TO

40 s

9m

TO

TO

2 + 0.5 s TO

TO
TO

alpha, n samples, approach 0.95; 3500; all-in-one
PRISM

4s

5.2 s

10 s

Alg3

2 + 0.9 s 2 + 0.0 s 2 + 0.1 s 2 + 0.1 s

alpha, n samples, approach 0.95; 3500; thresh-by-tresh
PRISM

8s

10 s

11 s

45 s

6 m51 s TO

Storm

<1 s

1s

1s

3s

8s

40 m N/A
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